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CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

In an economy such as that of the United States, business

institutions must sell or die. It is not enough that they

produce good or excellent products; these products must come

to the attention of thousands of potential users, and these

users must decide that they are willing to pay the price asked

for the products of specific cora~rnies.

The oldest mechanism of communication between seller and

potential buyer is display, or visual merchandising as it is

better known today. In our system not only does the product

sold need to be worthy, but the displays which present it

need to be logical, well timed, and presented in the most ef-

ficient medium. Such perfection is difficult to attain,

partly because of lack of precise information concerning what

the most effective procedures might be.

Of course, display has long been a business specialty,

and what the display practitioners lack in precise information

and data, they acquire through long practical experience and

empirical reasoning.

One of the large institutions in this country using tre-

mendous numbers of displays is the department store. Since

department stores are scattered in all of the large cities of
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the country, the problem is a decentralized one. To study ad-

equately department store displays, one would have to cover

hundreds of stores over the entire country. Such studies are

so large and take so much money that little has been done in

a factual way to assemble information as to extant practices

and variations.

The Problem

In the realm of advertising there are numerous media--

for example, radio, television, newspaper, and display--

which a department store has at its disposal. By effectively

concentrating its efforts on one or a combination of these

media, the store will produce more sales, which is the primary

purpose of advertising.

The present interest in display led to a desire to e-

valuate this medium as one of the most important phases of

the advertising program in the department store. College

courses in display procedure, as well as practical experience

in department store display, have increased his interest in

this fascinating business. With the desire to extend his

knowledge of this phase of the department store advertising

and to pass on the body of his research to others who may find

it useful, this study has been undertaken.



Scope of the Problem

This study is limited to the organization and activities

of display departments of six leading Texas department stores.

It concerns the two main categories of display: window and

interior display.

Chapter I serves as an introduction to the study; Chap-

ter II reviews briefly the history of display in the United

States; Chapter III presents an analysis of the display de-

partments of six leading Texas department stores; Chapter IV

concludes the study with a summary and an evaluation of the

data presented in Chapter III.

Sources of Data

Data for this study were obtained from books and from

interviews with display directors, promotional managers, and

other qualified visual merchandising executives. The author

has also drawn upon his own observation and experience in

this field.

Definition of Terns

"Prestige displays" are those designed to create a high

style impression or dramatize the high character of the

store.

"Promotional displays" are those that solve a special

selling problem.

"Store traffic" is a term used to define pedestrians who

are in the immediate vicinity of the store site or in the store.
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"Visual merchandising" is a medium of sales promotion

dealing with the sale of consumer goods or service through
1an appeal to the eye.

'Statement by Wendell Potter, Display Director,
Joske's of Texas, personal interview, ovember 17, 1955.



CHAPTER II

EVOLUTION OF WINDOW DISPLAY

From the rude displays of the early merchant, with his

commodities spread out on the street, have grown the show

windows of the modern store with elaborately prepared and

brilliantly lighted displays. The purpose of the displays,

however, has remained constant: to interest prospective cus-

tomers and induce them to buy.

Window Display before 1925

In the years before 1925 display decorators were limit-

ed by very set ideas as to how merchandise should and should

not be displayed. The large display studios that are found

today did not then exist to manufacture such a wide assort-

ment of display properties. Backgrounds were permanent

installations made of dark walnut or mahogany panels, and

floors were polished hardwood. On special occasions large

theatrical backgrounds were used: romantic landscapes, or

dark, heavy architectural effects that almost invariably

suggested a Greek, Roman, or Egyptian influence. Mannequins

made of wax and real hair were used sparingly, not only

5
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because of their high cost, but because they were considered

in bad taste for display purposes.1

Appearance of the Contemporary Arts

In 1925 the Exposition of Decorative Arts in Paris in-

fluenced the appearance of contemporary arts. Since then

window display has known no restrictions. The change that

took place excited the imagination of all concerned with the

sale of merchandise through display presentation. Mannequins,

created in a variety of materials, took on new life and were

designed in action poses. Such materials as glass, papier

macnt, metal, plaster, and most important of all, lighting

effects began to be used. Windows took on a new brilliancy

and color as a result of the enthusiastic acceptance of this

new medium. Artists began to adapt architectural forms and

materials and period furniture, as well as modern theatrical

design and methods, to display. Artificial flowers and fo-

liage, which had been indispensable, practically disappeared.

This was a period of a great ewakening in which there were no

limits to creative ability.2

'Walter lierdeg, editor, International Window Display
(New York, 1951), p. 139.

2lbid., p. 140.
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Years of Depression

The previous experience was excellent training that

prepared the display field for the years of depression in

business from 1930 to 1935. This was a period of great and

lasting educational value. After the wealth of display

properties in the preceding years, the display decorators

were now left to their own ingenuity to provide their display

properties. Inexpensive silhouettes were used as mannequins;

fixtures and screens were made of cardboard, and backgrounds

were only painted surfaces.3

War Years

The large display studios which today manufacture such

a glittering array of display properties were begun in 1939,

shortly before the beginning of world 'War II. Windows took

on a fresh gaiety of color with materials and designs that had

a direct bearing on the merchandise. Mannequins appeared

again in an endless variety of materials and poses. Then, at

the outbreak of the war, windows took on a more military as-

pect and settings featuring the pictorial tableau began to be

used. Lack of materials due to the war effort did not limit

their style, but seemed to sharpen their creative ability.4

3Ibid., p. 140. 4I bid.,s p.0140.0
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Post-War Victorian Influence

With the end of the war, display entered a period of

elaborate extravagance. Display began to have larger ap-

propriations at its command. Mannequins appeared in larger

nu bers. They were even more convincing in life-like poses,

finishes, and wigs, and were construed in new feather-weight

papier mach4 coposition that greatly lessened their frag-

ility. The gay, colorful designs of the Victorian era were

used freely. This encouraged a use of paper, wire, and

plaster in creating properties that were works of art. The

most important new mediuma was plastics, which display was
b

quick to use and develop.

Window Displays of the Present

Contemporary display design has taken on a more sim-

plified aspect. The results are more sophisticated and

more exact as to detail. Wood is being used again, and the

plastics continue to be developed in more ingenious ways.

Experimentation has been advanced in the use of plastics

and even of rubber in the manufacture of mannequins. The

star performers in all window treatments continue to be man-

nequins. Art panels and screens are being used to advantage.

Growing plants are increasing in favor and artificial plants

have reappeared. They are being designed and produced in

5Ibid., p. 140.
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natural effects that are convincing. There is a definite

trend toward the period of the nostalgic twenties.6

Display decorators have developed courage
in the past years to attempt anything, provided
that it is new. They have a long list of "firsts"
to their credit. They have always been the first
to use any new medium that has been presented,
such as those offered by the contemporary arts and
sciences. They made use of the plastics long be-
fore the architects or interior decorators. They
have been quick to adapt to their own uses any-
thing and everything that has come to hand, so
that at long last their art, their creative and
imaginative ability is recognized as one of the
most vital of all selling media, 7 that of the vis-
ual presentation of merchandise.

6Ibid., p. 140. Ilid., p. 1400



CHAPTER III

ANALYSIS OF THE DISPLAY DEARThENTS OF SIX

LEADING TEXA$ DEPARTMENT STORES

Introduction

In presenting merchandise within the store, window dis-

play is the store's first line of offense. The second type

of offense takes the form of interior display. Through the

co-ordination of these two areas of display, the store at-

tempts to reach its primary goal--to sell more goods faster.

It is, therefore, important that the display director be cog-

nizant of the several types of organization possible within a

display department in order that, considering the particular

limitations of his store, he may organize and direct his own

department most efficiently. With this in mind the writer

has made a study of the display departments of six leading

Texas department stores, in order to reach some conclusions

and make some constructive recommendations that might benefit

display direction generally.

A display department can have any of three types of or-

ganization. In Type I the department personnel includes two

main groups, designated according to the location of the dis-

play areas where they work. The display men assigned to

either of these groups, window or interior, work only in that

group. Other personnel in the department, who support the

10
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two display groups, are workers in the sign shop and the

construction and paint shop. Three of the six department

stores to be considered in this study have an organization

of this type: Nieiman-Marcus, Dallas; A. Harris & Co., Dal-

las; and Joske's of Texas, San Antonio.

In Type II the displays throughout the store are done

by the same display staff, with no division between interior

and window personnel. This type of organization is usually

found in the smaller department stores which, naturally,

have small display staffs. In such departments a construction

and paint shop and a sign shop are not usually included. Two

department stores considered in this study have this type of

display organization: Frost Bros., San Antonio; and

Scarbrough' s, Austin.

Type III is a combination of the above-mentioned types.

In stores in this category the department does not include

separate window and interior groups; yet, it has the sup-

porting groups--the sign shop and the construction and paint

shop. One store to be considered in this study--Titche-

Goettinger, Dallas--has its display department organized in

this way.

Stores in Type I, Separate Window

and Interior Display Personnel

Display departments having the organization described

above as Type I are usually in large stores. Within a de-

partment there may be several smaller specialized groups,
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each of which fulfills various functions in the over-all

display picture. Each person in a group usually has spe-

cific duties to perform..

Neiman-Marcus

Neiman-Marcus has built up its prestige through the

years and is now the leading fashion store in Dallas. It

is located in the center of the downtown shopping district.

The store has thirty-two windows, which face three

heavily traveled streets. Four of these windows, which are

used for jewelry and other small items, have a curved glass

that shows no reflection and appears to have no glass at

all. The windows that are devoted to children's fashions

have open backs which allow the public to look into the

store from the sidewalk.

According to Malloy, all of the windows are changed

weekly. The displays in these windows are promotional; how-

ever, there is a certain prestige quality that is incorpor-

ated into each display. A minimum of merchandise is used

to give each item an exclusive look; yet it carries out a

promotional theme.

The department consists of a display director and twenty

associate display men and women. They are divided into two

main groups, one taking care of the window displays and the

other the interior displays. Each group has a manager who is

responsible to the display director.
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In the sign shop there are two people who make the

signs for the interior and window displays. Most of the

signs that are used are hand-lettered. If large quantities

of printed signs are needed, they are purchased by contract

from a printing company.

Large and elaborate display properties are not con-

structed in the department. The display department budget

is large enough to allow these to be purchased from an out-

side source, which makes them according to the designs and

specifications of the department artists.'

A. Harris & Co.

A. Harris & Co. is another of the leading department

stores in Dallas. It is also located in the central shop-

ping area in the downtown district and is bounded by three

streets that are heavily traveled with pedestrian traffic.

There is a total of twenty-seven windows on the three streets.

The displays are predominately promotional rather than pres-

tige, according to Solomon, and represent the merchandise

from the exclusive fashion departments to the bargain base-

ment; however, the merchandise from the basement is not dis-

played in the windows that have the best location. The

window displays of women's and men's apparel are changed

weekly. The other displays of home furnishings, housewares,

and appliances are changed every ten days.

'Statement by Guy Malloy, Display Director, Neiman-
Marcus, personal interview, October 18, 1956.
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There are seventeen people in the department under the su-

pervision of the display director. They are divided, as in

the Neiman-Marcus display department, into two groups, the win-

dow and the interior. Each group is under the supervision of

a manager who is responsible to the display director.

It is different from Neiman-Marcus in that a large con-

struction and paint shop is necessary to make the properties

that are used in the many displays in the store. A definite

style and personality can be achieved in the displays when the

properties are created by the display men? This shop is under

the supervision of an experienced carpenter who assists the

display men and is responsible to the display director.

The sign shop personnel is under the supervision of the

sign shop manager, who is responsible to the display director.

The signs that are used in the window displays are usually

hand lettered, whereas the signs used in the interior are ma-

chine printed.

Sales promotion and advertising are allowed a budget of

6 per cent of the gross annual income of the store. However,

the display department budget is only of 1 per cent of the

gross annual income. It is the responsibility of the display

director to divide the display budget judiciously between the

various functions within the department. The salaries of the

display personnel also come from this budget. 2

'Statement by Ted Ia. Soloman, Display Director,
A. Harris & Co., personal interview, October 18, 1956.
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3Toske's of Texas

Joske's of Texas is the largest department store in

San Antonio, and one of the largest in Texas. It is lo-

cated at the edge of the central shopping area in the

downtown district.

The store faces four streets with display windows on

each side. Since the store directs its advertising toward

all classes of people from the poor to the rich, most of

the displays in the windows, according to Potter, are pro-

motional. However, the most prominent windows, on the

corner where traffic is the greatest, are devoted to the

more expensive and latest fashions. These windows give the

store a prestige quality. In contrast to the "high fashion"

windows, the merchandise from the bargain basement is repre-

sented in windows on the opposite side of the store where

the traffic is not so great.

Since the store covers such a large area and has fifty-

four windows which are changed weekly or bi-weekly, it is

necessary that it also have a large display department to

maintain its many displays. The department, which is similar

to that of Neiman-Marcus and A. Harris & Co., consists of the

display director and twenty-four people, who are divided into

two main groups, one being responsible for the window displays

and the other the interior displays. Each group has a
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manager that reports to the display director. Two other

groups in the department make the display properties and

the signs.

Since most of the properties are made in the department,

as is the case in the A. Harris display department, a large

construction and paint shop is necessary. This section en-

ables the display men not only to make some properties more

cheaply but also to make them better than those purchased

frorm display studios. A definite style and personality can

be achieved and maintained even in emergencies, which occur

daily in the fast-moving fashion business. The construction

and paint shop is under the supervision of an experienced

carpenter who collaborates with the window and interior man-

agers and assists them in planning the construction of the

display properites.

The personnel in the sign shop makes all the signs

used in the store displays. Hand-lettered signs are used

in the windows along with some printed price signs, but ma-

chine-printed signs are primarily used in the interior

displays.

The display budget is 1 per cent of the store's gross

annual income. The budget for the entire sales promotion

and advertising program is the same as it is at A. Harris &

Co., or 6 per cent of the gross annual income. The display

director divides the budget as he chooses between the various
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groups in the department. This budget is also the source of

the display personnel salaries.3

Working Plan for Display Departments
.n1 Type eI Stores

Interviews with the directors of the display departments

of Neiman-Marcus, A. Harris & Co., and Joske's of Texas re-

vealed that these three Type I stores follow the same organ-

izational plan. Corresponding members of the three display

4departments have the same general responsibilities. A

breakdown of the organizational plan follows.

Window and interior display managers.--Each department

has a window and an interior manager, who directs a group of

assistants. The managers, who report to the display direc-

tor, have the following responsibilities:

1. To prepare window or interior display schedules for

the approval of the display director.

2. To assist in the co-ordination of window and inter-

ior displays.

3. To hold weekly meetings of display men to discuss

future display plans, fashion news, seasonal themes,

special exhibits, new ideas, et cetera.

4. To detail weekly assignments to display men.

5. To maintain planned schedules.

3Statement by Wendell Potter, Display Director,
Joske's of Texas, personal interview, November 17, 1955.

^'or previous references to display directors, see
footnotes 1, 2, and 3 in Chapter III of this study.
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6. To select merchandise and accessories with the

collaboration of the departmental buyers (window

manager).

7. To approve the copy and requisition signs and price

tickets from the sign shop.

8. To inspect each display after installation for

signs, prices, appearance, et cetera, and to make

changes if necessary.

9. To see all salesmen.

10. To order display materials and supplies.

11. To control expense of displays within the budget of

each group.

12. To direct and control the activities of display men.

13. To see and evaluate competitive displays.

Window and interior display assistants.--The display as-

sistants in the window and interior sections report to the

managers of their respective groups. Their general responsi-

bilities are:

1. To discuss and plan their assignments with their

manager.

2. To contribute ideas and suggestions at weekly meet-

ings.

3. To install and remove displays.

4. To check out the window display manager's selections

of merchandise from each department (window display

assistants), and with the collaboration of the
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manager of the selling department, to select the mer-

chandise to be displayed (interior display assis-

tants).

5. To obtuin and replace the merchandise requested by

customers.

6. To return the merchandise that has been on display.

7. To make a daily inspection of the displays for which

each is responsible.

8. To requisition carpentry, painting, and electrical

work.

9. To place store posters.

10. To see and evaluate competitive displays.

Sign shop manager.--The sign shop manager reports to the

display director and has the following responsibilities:

1. To keep expenses of the sign shop within the approved

budget.

2. To follow through on store sign policies.

To supervise editing of all sign requisitions.

4. To maintain all sign holders and equipment in good

condition.

5. To order stock, sign holders, et cetera.

6. To maintain production and keep records of all sign

orders.

7. To see that all work is completed on time.

8. To be responsible for appearance of the sign shop.

9. To control activities of the sign shop personnel.
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Sign shop assistants.--The machine operators report to

the sign shop manager. Their specific duties are:

1. To be conversant with current type faces and correct

usage.

2. To follow assignments issued by manager.

3. To be responsible for condition of type, presses, and

equipment.

Artists.--The artists who do the hand lettering also re-

port to the sign shop manager. Their responsibilities

are:

1. To be conversant with changing trends and styles of

lettering.

2. To follow assignments.

3. To be responsible for the condition of brushes, paints,

and other equipment.

4. To design and follow through on the execution of

store posters, properties, backgrounds, and decora-

tions for special exhibits.

stores in Type II, Combined Window

and Interior Display Personnel

In department stores that do not have a large display de-

partment, the display personnel performs its specific duties

both in the windows and in the interior. This system allows

closer co-ordination between the two types of displays.
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Frost Bros.

Frost Bros. is the leading fashion store in San Antonio.

It has built up its prestige through the years with a type

of display and advertising that no other store in the city

has equaled.

The store is located in the central shopping area in the

downtown district. It extends completely through the center

of a block, with an entrance and display windows on each

street. On one side of the store the windows are designed

for pedestrian traffic, but on the other side, where there is

very little pedestrian traffic and much automobile traffic,

the windows are designed to be seen from the street. In each

of the windows a particular type of merchandise is always

represented in an unusual display. Frost Bros. is different

from Joske's and A. Harris in that it does not have a series

of windows for displaying bargain basement merchandise.

There are twenty-three store windows in which the dis-

plays are changed every ten days by the five display person-

nel, according to vcWilliams. This group also designs and

executes the interior displays, which are co-ordinated with

the windows. The organization of the display department is

different from that of Neiman-Marcus, A. Harris, and Joske's,

which have separate window and interior groups.

some of the display properties are made in the depart-

ment, but as at : -eiman-lvarcus, most of the larger ones are

purchased from display studios in order to give the small
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department staff more time to plan and present each display.

A display man makes the signs for the particular display that

he is doing, in order that he may better incorporate the

theme of his display into each sign.

The sales promotion and advertising budget for Frost

Bros., which is 6 per cent of the gross annual income, is the

same as the corresponding budgets at A. Harris and Joske's.

However, the display budget, which is 1 per cent of the gross

annual income, is the same as it is at Joske's, but more than

at A. Harris. The salaries of the display personnel are in-

cluded in the display budget.5

Scarbrough's

Scarbrough's is the largest department store in Austin.

It is located in the center of the downtown shopping district.

The store is on one of the most heavily traveled corners in

the area.

Twenty windows on the two streets have displays which

represent the merchandise from the bargain basement to the

exclusive fashion departments. This differs from the Frost

Bros. procedure of not having the cheaper type of merchandise

represented in the windows. The basement merchandise dis-

plays, however, occupy the less prominent locations. All

the window displays are changed weekly.

5
Statement by Clyde McWilliams, Display Director,

Frost Bros., personal interview, September 15, 1956.



Five people are in the department, which is supervised

by the display director. Each of these people specializes

in a particular type of merchandise display, which he carries

out both in the windows and the interior, according to Nichols.

The printed and hand-lettered signs for all the interior and

window displays are made by one of the display men. He also

plans and presents displays when not making signs.

Most of the display properties are not made in the de-

partm ent. The display budget is large enough to permit them

to be purchased from an outside source in order to allow each

man more time to plan and present his display. This budget,

which is 1 per cent of the gross annual income of the store,

is the same as the display budget at Joske's and Frost Bros.6

Working Plan for Display Departments
inTe II Stores

The display departments of Frost Bros. and Scarbrough's

have the same type of organization. The employees in the de-

partm ents are not divided into specialized groups according

to the location of the display areas, but each person per-

forms his particular duty both in the windows and in the in-

terior. These duties are similar to those of the personnel

in the display departments at :eiman-marcus, A. Harris & Co.,

and .oske's of Texas, but are not divided among so many peo-

ple. The responsibilities of the window, interior, and sign

6
Statement by T. J. Nichols, Display Director,

Scarbrou h's, personal interview, September 15, 1956.
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shop managers are performed by the display directors, and

the responsibilities of the window and interior display men,

sign men, and artists are performed by the remainder of the

personnel in the departments without a division between the

window and interior displays.7

Stores in Type III, Combination of

Two Types of Organization

In some display departments that have a large group of

employees, the latter are not divided into separate window

and interior groups; but they do have a separate construc-

tion and paint shop and sign shop. The display men who

install the displays do so both in the interior of the store

and in the windows.

Titche- Goettinger

Titche-Goettinger, a Type III store, is one of the

leading department stores in Dallas. It is located in the

central shopping area in the downtown district. The store

faces three streets, all of which have heavy pedestrian

traffic. Thirty-two windows form a continuous display area

on all three sides. A few of the windows have open backs

so that the public may see into the store from the sidewalks.

Window displays are changed weekly with the exception of the

7For previous references to display directors, see
footnotes 5 and 6 in Chapter III of this study.
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home furnishings, housewares, and appliance windows, which

are changed every ten days, according to Pierotte.

Most of these windows are promotional. Merchandise

that is represented in them ranges from the bargain base-

ment to the most exclusive fashion departments, which cor-

responds to the procedure followed by A. Harris, Joske's,

and Scarbrough's. There is a series of windows that is

used primarily for the purpose of showing the latest fash-

ions in women's and men's apparel. This is also true in

the other department stores.

A large display department is needed to maintain the

many interior and window displays. The department consists

of the display director and twenty associates, each of whom

specializes in a particular type of merchandise display and

executes his duties both in the windows and in the interior,

as does the personnel in Frost Bros. and Scarbrough's dis-

play departments. In addition to the display men who actu-

ally set up the displays, there are two other groups, one

being responsible for all the signs used in the store dis-

plays, the other for making the display properties in the

construction shop. Both of these groups have a manager who

is responsible to the display director.

The display budget is j of 1 per cent of the store's

gross annual income. This is the same percentage as the

display budget at A. Harris. The budget for the entire

sales promotion and advertising program, which is 6 per cent
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of the gross annual store income, is the same as it is at

Joske's and Frost Bros. The display budget is divided ju-

diciously within the department by the display director.

The salaries of the display personnel are included in it.8

Working Plan for Display Departments

.'e III Stores

The display department at Titche-Goettinger is an exam.-

ple of the organization generally followed in Type III

stores. It is organized with a combination of the features

of the two previous plans that have been analyzed. The dis-

play men who install the displays perform the sale general

duties as those at Frost Bros. and Scarbrough's. The em-

ployees in the sign and construction shops have the same

duties as the corresponding people in Joske's and A. Harris's

display departments.9

8 Statement by Alfred R. Pierotte, Display Director,
Titche-Goettinger, personal interview, October 18, 1956.

Pierotte, Ibid.



CHAPTER IV

CONCLUSION

Summary

The oldest mechanism of communication between the mer-

chant and the potential buyer is display or visual merchan-

dising. It has grown ffrom the rude street displays of the

early merchant to the elaborate displays which prevail today.

Not until 1925, the year of the Exposition of Decora-

tive Arts in Paris, did display in the United States start

making rapid improvements. The influence of contemporary

arts removed all limits from display's creativeness. The

years of depression in business from 1930 to 1935 were of

lasting value to display people since they were left to

their own ingenuity to provide their display properties.

Then, shortly before the beginning of World War II, large

display studios which manufactured a wide assortment of dis-

play properties came into existence, and displays took on a

new look. After the war this trend eventually led to an ex-

travagant period of merchandise presentation.

Today display design in department stores has taken on

a more simplified aspect with emphasis upon a co-ordinated

effort in the window and interior display areas.

27
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In presenting merchandise within the store, window dis-

play is the store's first line of offense. The secondary

support takes the form of the interior display. With these

interior merchandise presentations a store must strengthen

and expand the first impression of merchandise which the

customer has gained from the windows. To accomplish these

aims, the interior display must reflect and develop the

theme first introduced in the windows.

In this study the display departments of six leading

Texas department stores were investigated in order to find

out what type of organization each uses and how effective it

is in carrying out this main objective. Three general types

of organization were found. In Type I--to which Neiman-Mar-

cus, A. Harris & Co., and Joske's of Texas belong--the de-

partment personnel includes two main groups, designated

according to the location of the display areas where they

work. The people assigned to either of these groups, window

or interior, work only in that group. Other departmental

personnel are those in two supporting divisions, the sign

shop and the construction and paint shop. In some cases--

for example, i eiman-Marcus--there is not a separate group of

personnel in the construction and paint shop, but facilities

for doing this work are available. Also, in Type I stores,

elaborate display properties are frequently executed by a

high-class display company.
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In Type II, to which Frost Bros. and Scarbrough's be-

long, the displays throughout the store are done by the same

display staff, with no division between interior and window

personnel. In these departments a sign shop and a construc-

tion and paint shop are not usually included. The display

signs are made by the same people who install the displays,

but most of the properties are purchased from outside sour-

ces.

Type III, which is typical of the display department at

Titche-Goettinger, is a combination of Type I and Type II.

In stores in this category the department does not include

separate window and interior groups; yet it has the support-

ing groups--the sign shop and the construction and paint

shop.

Conclusions

In Type I stores where the display departments are di-

vided into small groups, unless a department is controlled

by a very competent director, the over-all display picture

of the store seems to lack the co-ordinated effort that must

be used in successfully carrying out a promotional theme.

since the staff that installs the displays in the window and

interior areas is in two separate groups, a difference in

merchandise presentation is likely to result. The display

director works with the manager of each group; therefore, he

has very little contact with the people who install the dis-

plays. However, the number of employees in a display
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department stores of this type is large and must be divided

into small groups for more efficient operating procedure.

The question, then, is whether a Type I store could effect

greater efficiency by following the Type III organization

than by adhering to the Type I organization. It is the

writer's opinion that it could.

The sign shop, which is one of the two supporting groups

in the display department, makes signs for all the displays

in the store. Machine-made signs, which are used primarily

in the interior, give the store an orderly look, which is es-

sential for the identification of the vast amount of mer-

chandise that must be presented to the prospective customer.

The hand-lettered signs, made by the artists, are occasionally

used in the interior of the store for emphasis, but most of

them are used in the window displays to help carry out the

promilotional theme and create the desired atmosphere. However,

it appeared that in the stores studied insufficient co-ordi-

nation existed between the personnel of the sign shop and the

window group.

The other supporting group in the display department is

in the construction and paint shop. This group makes most of

the large display properties and enables the people who install

the displays to give the store a definite style and personality

when presenting merchandise. In this type of organization raw

materials may be purchased and used in many ways as display

properties. This is not only cheaper than purchasing the
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properties from display studios, but it allows the able dis-

play men to create their own properties as they need them.

In Type II stores, where merchandise presentation

throughout the store is done by the saxae group of people,

there is a closer unity in carrying out a promotional theme

using both window and interior displays than exists in

Type I stores. This relationship is due to the fact that

each individual display man will carry out his particular

style of merchandise presentation both in the window and in-

terior areas to which he is assigned. The display director

has more influence on each individual in departments of this

type, which have a small number of people, than do the direc-

tors in display departments in stores of Type I, since each

person is responsible to him. This is a major factor in de-

termining the close relationship between the window and in-

terior displays.

Display signs are made by the people who install the

displays. This allows each person better to incorporate the

promotional theme into his signs. Most of the signs, both

for the interior and window displays, are hand lettered.

This uniformity produces a unified presentation which is

likely to be lacking in the displays in Type I stores.

The least desirable feature of the Type II organization

is that large display properties can not be constructed in

the display departments of the stores. These properties must

be purchased from display studios. This is frequently
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undesirable because of the time element that arises when

promotional plans are changed shortly before the displays

are to be installed. On the other hand, the creation of

properties by the department gives constant control over the

custom-made approach. Thus, in this respect the Type I or-

ganization is preferable.

Display departments in Type III stores have unity in

their store-wide display coverage comparable to that found

in Type II stores; yet, they have the added advantage of be-

ing able to create their own display properties in their

construction shops, as in Type I stores. However, signs

that are made by each display man to accompany his own dis-

play in Type II stores are made by the sign shop personnel

in Type III stores. Lack of co-ordination between the per-

sonnel in the sign shop and the window and interior groups

often results in ineffective displays, but a closer rela-

tionship between the three groups could remedy this situ-

ation.

It seems, therefore, that the working procedure in the

display departments of Type III stores is better organized

for maximum efficiency than is the procedure used in the

stores of Types I and II.

In the stores studied, the frequency of window display

changes had no relationship to the type of departmental or-

ganization. The intervals for women's and men's apparel

varied from seven to ten days. However, the displays of
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home furnishings, housewares, and appliances in all the

department stores remained in the windows for a longer pe-

riod of time, ten to fourteen days. This schedule seems to

be working satisfactorily in all stores.

The sales promotion and advertising budget in the de-

partment stores studied was uniformly 6 per cent of the

gross annual income of the store. The display budget, how-

ever, which varied from t to 1 per cent of a store's gross

annual income, did not show any constant correlation be-

tween percentage and type of organization. It was the

opinion of the display directors that these budgets pro-

vided for an adequate display coverage in each of the stores;

however, the only way to determine the adequacy of the dis-

play budget would be to find out the relationship between

the displays and the sales which they influenced. All opin-

ions concerning this correlation now rest upon conjecture;

but once such a study were made, it would then be possible

to determine more accurately the kind of display best suited

to a given store or type of merchandise and the type of de-

partmental organization necessary to produce it.
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